
FULL FORM OF ARMY

What does Army stand for? - noun: an organized military force equipped for fighting on land - noun: 1. An army (from
Latin armata, â€œarmed, armed forceâ€•) is an.

Field armies are controlled by a general or lieutenant general. As any man could be quickly trained in the use
of a musket, it became far easier to form massive armies. It typically comprises three or more battalions of
different units depending on its functionality. Russia, as well as many other nations, retains mainly a conscript
army. Before then, however, most national armies were in fact composed of many nationalities. After that,
men devoted their lives to war until their retirement at the age of  First nation states lacked the funds needed to
maintain standing forces, so they tended to hire mercenaries to serve in their armies during wartime. In it was
reduced to 20 years plus 5 years in reserve and in to 12 years plus 3 years of reserve. Until the common
soldiers of Prussian Army consisted largely of peasantry recruited or impressed from Brandenburg â€” Prussia
, leading many to flee to neighboring countries. India[ edit ] India's armies were among the first in the world.
Contribute to the socio-economic development of the Border States. Initially it was based on the number of
households, later it was based on the population numbers. In the British Army it is normal to spell out the
ordinal number of an army e. Free Companies would often specialize in forms of combat that required longer
periods of training that was not available in the form of a mobilized militia. To attain leadership in
development, adoption, assimilation and use of state of the art technology To achieve highest level of skill and
proficiency in construction activity Major Functions of the BRO: To construct and maintain the General Staff
GS roads in the border areas as per the defense requirements To execute agency works entrusted by the
Central government ministries. Britain recruited Hessian and Hanovrian troops until the late 18th century.
China organized the Manchu people into the Eight Banner system in the early 17th century. Conscription of
peasants and townspeople was based on quota system, per settlement. Defected Ming armies formed the Green
Standard Army. This decentralized system was necessary due to the social order of the time, but could lead to
motley forces with variable training, equipment and abilities. Such mercenaries typically formed at the ends of
periods of conflict, when men-at-arms were no longer needed by their respective governments. Terminology is
nationality and even unit specific. After their service in the army they were made citizens of Rome and then
their children were citizens also. Division : Each division is commanded by a major general , and usually
holds three brigades including infantry, artillery, engineers and communications units in addition to logistics
supply and service support to sustain independent action. As central governments grew in power, a return to
the citizen armies of the classical period also began, as central levies of the peasantry began to be the central
recruiting tool. Boys were sent to a barracks at the age of seven or eight to train for becoming a soldier.
Elephants , pikemen and cavalry were other featured troops. The inaccuracy of the weapons necessitated large
groups of massed soldiers. Unlike other civilizations, whose armies had to disband during the planting and
harvest seasons, the Spartan serfs or helots , did the manual labor. Each hoplite bore the Spartan emblem and a
scarlet uniform. Forty days was not long enough for a campaign, especially one on the continent. Canada also
had a political dispute over conscription during World War II. They replaced forces that mostly comprised
tribal warriors ghazis whose loyalty and morale could not always be trusted. Moreover, popular revolts almost
always failed unless they had the support and patronage of the noble or gentry classes. Brigade : A brigade is
under the command of a brigadier or brigadier general and sometimes is commanded by a colonel. They were
also given land and money to settle in Rome. Thus any political power of a state rested on the armies and their
organization. Peter I introduced a modern regular army built on German model, but with a new aspect: officers
not necessarily from nobility , as talented commoners were given promotions that eventually included a noble
title at the attainment of an officer's rank. The more resources the noble had access to, the better his troops
would be. As the Middle Ages progressed in Italy, Italian cities began to rely mostly on mercenaries to do
their fighting rather than the militias that had dominated the early and high medieval period in this region.
These would be groups of career soldiers who would be paid a set rate. Every youth was required to serve as a
soldier in these recruitment districts for three months each year; this met agrarian needs and added extra troops
to bolster the regular ranks. In it was reduced to 25 years. The small force was represented by only a few
regiments. The company can be divided into platoons, each of which can again be divided into sections or
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squads.


